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Cultural Politics in Colonial Tehuantepec: Community and State among the
Isthmus Zapotec, 1500-1750. By Judith Francis Zeitlin. (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2005. xix+ 323 pp. Illustrations, maps, graphs, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth.)
In this magnificent book, Judith Zeitlin combines interpretations of
archaeological, historical, and linguistic data to explore the rise of the late-pre
Hispanic Isthmus Zapotec state and Zapotec responses to Spanish colonialism
in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. According to the brief narrative in the preface,
the book was more than twenty-five year in the making. Zeitlin recounts the
personal journey of an archaeologist training herself to conduct research as a
documentary historian, then returning to the field to conduct excavations of
colonial-period Isthmus Zapotec sites.
The first two chapters deal with the Zapotec conquest of Tehuantepec
and the pre-Hispanic Zapotec social and political organization in Tehuantepec,
respectively. Discussing the historiography of the Tehuantepec invasion,
Zeitlin builds upon the work of modem scholars as a point of departure,
relying on the chroniclers and historian Francisco de Burgoa, Jose Antonio
Gay, and Manuel Martinez Gracida, then going beyond these readings of
traditional or conventional narrative hi tory by incorporating interpretations
from native historical sources such as the Lienzo de Guevea, the Codex
Nuttall, and the Codex Bodley. Zeitlin balances information from these
sources with data from sixteenth-century legal proceedings connected with the
descendants of the Zapotec royal family. She then integrates the historical data

